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“�We�are�not�going�to�get�to�a world�
where�there�are�no�cross‑subsidies�
between�products�in�banks.�
That would�be�a very�difficult�world�
to�get�to,�but�there�is�an�important�
judgment�about�what�are�acceptable�
cross‑subsidies.�That really�is�a very�
important�judgment.”

Andrew Bailey, Remarks to the Treasury Committee, 
June 2018

Visit Deloitte.co.uk/Cross-Subsidies to use a decision tree tool to help assess how cross-subsidy 
regulation could impact your business. You can also download a digital copy of this report there. 

http://www.deloitte.co.uk/Cross-Subsidies
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Executive�summary:�Why�cross‑subsidies�should�matter�to�boards, 
even�in�the�absence�of�formal�FCA�rules�or�requirements

In�this�report,�we�highlight�the�FCA’s�increasing�focus�on�rooting�
out�cross‑subsidies�that�it�sees�as�harmful�to�its�competition�and�
consumer�protection�objectives.�The continued�importance�the�
FCA�places�on�firms’�business�models�has�led�it�to�scrutinise�firms’�
use�of�cross‑subsidies�across�a number�of�papers�and�market�
studies. While there�are�no specific rules or requirements 
around cross-subsidies in the FCA’s handbook1,�the�FCA�has�
linked�the�issue�of�cross‑subsidisation�to�a number�of�conduct 
concerns, particularly�in�the�areas�of�product�suitability�and�the 
fair treatment of customers.�These conduct�concerns,�alongside�
worries�about�cross‑subsidies harming effective competition, 
have�led�to�concerted�regulatory�interventions�across�a wide�
variety�of�markets�and�sectors.�

The�report�also�explores�the�FCA’s�approach�to�price 
discrimination,�a�topic�which�it�has�often�discussed�alongside�the�
issue�of�cross‑subsidisation.�While�these�are�distinct�practices,�
price�discrimination�and�cross‑subsidisation�share�common�
features�and�can�result�in�similar regulatory concerns.

A�comprehensive�understanding�of�the�FCA’s�perspective�on�
cross‑subsidies�and�price�discrimination�will�enable�boards�and�
senior�managers�to�understand�how�these�business�model�
practices�may�lead�to�regulatory�concerns�about�the�fair�treatment�
of�customers�or�the�effectiveness�of�competition�in�the�markets�
in�which�they�operate.�We have�therefore�analysed�the�FCA’s�
stance�and�approach�to�date�in�order�to�identify what types 
of cross‑subsidy and price discrimination it is likely to be 
concerned about and where its future review work may fall.�
We go�on�to�set�out�some�practical�steps�that�firms�can�take�to�
minimise�the�regulatory�risks�in�this area.

“�The continued�importance�the�FCA�
places�on�firms’�business�models�
has�led�it�to�scrutinise�firms’�use�of�
cross‑subsidies�across�a number�of�
papers�and�market�studies.”

1  With the exception of rules related to the advice market, where vertically integrated firms offering financial advice face explicit restrictions on their ability  
to cross-subsidise new business propositions

Cross‑subsidies: what they are and why they matter to 
the FCA
The�FCA�has�long�stressed�the�importance�of�firms’ business 
models�to�its�regulatory�approach,�a point�re‑emphasised�in�its�
recently�published�Approach to Supervision document.

A�key�aspect�of�firms’�business�models�that�we�see�the�FCA�putting�
under�an�increasingly�bright�spotlight�is�cross-subsidies.�The FCA�
has�explored�the�issue�of�cross‑subsidisation�as�part�of�its�market�
studies�and�policy�papers,�and�has�intervened�where�it�has�
viewed�cross‑subsidies�as�having�harmful�effects�on�consumers�
and�markets;�for�example�in�the�cash�savings�market�or�through�
insurance�auto‑renewals.

In an Occasional Paper (OP) on “Price discrimination and 
cross-subsidy in financial services”,�the�FCA�sets�out�its�
framework�for�assessing�cross‑subsidies,�and�articulates�the�
principles�that�underpin�its�approach.�It defines�cross‑subsidisation�
as�a situation�where a firm charges a price below economic 
cost (i.e. is loss making) for some consumers or products/
services, but recoups this loss through the profitable sale 
of another product/service; or the same product/service to 
another, profitable group of consumers.�Cross‑subsidies�may�
either�be�between�consumers�–�where�one�group�of�consumers�is�
charged�below�the�economic�cost�of�providing�a product,�paid�for�
by�the�firm�charging�another�group�of�consumers�above�the�cost�
price�–�or�between�products,�where�a firm’s�profits�from�one�type�
of�product�or�service�are�used�to�provide�another�at�a loss.�

Importantly,�the�FCA�does not see cross-subsidisation as 
a problem per se.�As a result,�the�FCA does�not�take�a blanket�
approach�to�cross‑subsidies,�a point�emphasised�throughout�its�
OP,�which�notes�that�assessing�whether�a cross‑subsidy�is�harmful 
“requires a case‑by‑case assessment based on detailed data.”

Nevertheless,�firms�should�be�aware�that�an�evaluation�of�
cross‑subsidies�will�be�an�increasingly�important�part�of�the�FCA’s�
scrutiny�of�firms’�business�models�and�its�market�studies, and 
that cross‑subsidies�falling�foul�of�the�FCA’s�approach�are�likely�to�
prompt�regulatory�intervention.
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Cross‑subsidies – determining if there is a cross‑subsidy

Are some consumers sold a 
product/service at a price below 
the cost to supply (i.e. at a loss) ?

Is the loss on this product/service recouped 
through the sale of other products/services to 
the same group of consumers?

No cross-subsidy

No cross-subsidy
Cross-subsidy 
between different 
consumer groups 

Cross-subsidy 
between different 
products

Is the loss on the product/service 
sold to the unprofitable group 
of consumers recouped through 
profits made by selling the same 
product/service to another, 
profitable group of consumers?

YesNo

YesNo

YesNo

Visit Deloitte.co.uk/Cross-Subsidies to access the full interactive version of this decision tree tool and assess how cross-subsidy 
regulation could impact your business.
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What are the key principles in the FCA’s approach to 
cross‑subsidies?
The�FCA�is�principally�concerned with cross‑subsidies which 
may affect either of its consumer protection or competition 
objectives.�This has�meant�it�has�focused on:

 • Cross‑subsidies which affect retail consumers:�Looking at�
the�body�of�the�FCA’s�work�that�has�touched�on�cross‑subsidies,�
we�observe�that�the�focus�has�largely�been�on�retail�markets,�
with�major�studies�on�the�cash�savings,�general�insurance,�
and�financial�advice�markets.�In each�of�these�cases,�the�
FCA�introduced�a variety�of�measures�aimed�at�improving�
retail�consumers’�outcomes.�However, when�the�FCA�looked�
at�cross‑subsidies�affecting�wholesale�clients�as�part�of�the�
Investment and Corporate Banking Market Study (ICBMS), it 
did�not�have�the�same�consumer�protection�concerns�that�has�
prompted�it�to�act�in�retail�markets�and�therefore�declined�to�
intervene,�noting�that�in�this�instance�the�cross‑subsidies� 
“work well for large corporate clients.”

 • Cross‑subsidies which exploit lower income or more 
vulnerable consumers:�Since the�publication�of�the�FCA’s 
Occasional Paper on Consumer Vulnerability in February 2015, 
it�has�put�increasing�emphasis�on�firms’�efforts�both�to�identify�
and�support�vulnerable�consumers.�Consequently,�where�the�
FCA�has�identified�cross‑subsidies�which�have�a particular�impact�
on�vulnerable�consumers,�as�it�did�in�its�General�Insurance�
Auto‑renewals�work�which�highlighted�cross‑subsidies�which�
affect�vulnerable�general�insurance�consumers,�it�has�taken�
concerted�action,�in�this�case�demanding�transparency�as�to�
how�this�year’s�premium�compares�to�the�last�one�and�requiring�
firms�to�remind�consumers�periodically�that�they�may�get�a better�
price�by�shopping�around.�The�FCA�is�also�exploring�the�impact�of�
cross‑subsidies�on�vulnerable�consumers�as�part�of�its�ongoing�
Strategic�Review�of�Retail�Banking�Business�Models.�While�the�
review’s�June�2018�Update�found�that�“the consumers who generate 
the most contribution for banks on their PCAs [personal current 
accounts] are not any one specific group in terms of vulnerability”,�the�
FCA�were�concerned�that�unarranged�overdraft�charges�fell�more�
heavily�on�vulnerable�customers,�leading�it�to�propose�a�series�
of�changes�to�overdraft�pricing�as�part�of�its�High�Cost�Credit�
Review.��This�shows�that�the�FCA�will�still�intervene�to�protect�
vulnerable�consumers�from�paying�higher�prices�than�other�
consumer�groups,�even�if�there�is�no�strong�evidence�that�these�
pricing�differentials�are�creating�a�cross‑subsidy.

 • Cross‑subsidies which exploit consumer inertia or back 
book consumers:�The�FCA�has�consistently�raised�concerns�
about�new�“front�book”�customers,�being�cross‑subsidised�
by�longstanding�“back�book”�customers.�It�has�found�these�
cross‑subsidies�in�the�markets�for�cash�savings�and�general�
insurance�products,�with�the�FCA�concerned�that�inert�back�
book�customers�cross‑subsidise�attractive�rates�or�offers�to�new�
customers�switching�to�the�firm.�These�sort�of�cross‑subsidies�
prompt�distributional�concerns,�with�the�FCA looking to protect 
“un‑savvy” consumers who may be less likely to switch or 
shop around.

 • Cross‑subsidies which distort or weaken competition: 
Reflecting its�statutory�competition�objective, the�FCA�has�
often�looked�to�intervene�where�there�are�cross‑subsidies�
between�products�or�consumer�groups�that�may�undermine�
effective�competition�in�a market.�For example,�in�the�FCA’s�
general�insurance�add‑on�market�study,�the�FCA�found�that�
cross‑subsidies�between�the�add‑on�and�main�insurance�
products�undermined�effective�competition�in�both�markets.�
These sort�of�cross‑subsidies�can�mean�some�consumers�
face�higher�prices�than�they�otherwise�would�or�that�product�
and�price�comparison�become�harder�and�less�transparent,�
prompting�the�regulator�to�take�action.

The FCA is also more likely to intervene against cross‑
subsidies which harm large numbers of consumers, or where 
the levels of individual harm caused by the cross‑subsidy are 
greater in scale.�For�example,�if�a�cross‑subsidy�is�present�in�a�
large�market�and�impacts�many�millions�of�consumers,�the�FCA�will�
be�more�likely�to�intervene�than�if�a�cross‑subsidy�impacts�several�
thousand�consumers.�Equally,�if�the�cross‑subsidy�is�only�small�
in�scale,�and�only�causes�minor�levels�of�harm,�this�will�mean�the�
FCA�is�less�likely�to�intervene�than�when�a�cross‑subsidy�involves�
significant�losses�on�one�product�and�very�high�levels�of�profit�on�
another,�and�so�causes�a�greater�degree�of�harm�to�the�consumers�
and�market�concerned.
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Importantly,�however,�the FCA has not always taken action 
where it has found cross‑subsidies.�It has�generally�been�more�
tolerant of:

 • Cross‑subsidies which are between products sold to the 
same consumer,�rather�than�between�different�groups�of�
consumers�sold�the�same�product.�In many�cases,�these�sorts�
of�cross‑subsidies�(e.g. those�the�FCA�found�in�the�wholesale�
markets�covered�in�its�ICBMS)�are�likely�to�prove�less�problematic,�
as�they�do�not�raise�any�distributional�concerns,�for�example�
the�risk�of�more�savvy�consumers�benefiting�at�the�expense�of�
less�savvy�consumers. These type�of�cross‑subsidies�might�be�
legitimate�ways�of�marketing�certain�products,�as�long�as�the�
customer�is�not�being�exploited�due�to�lack�of�transparency�in�
how�they�are�being�priced�or sold.

 • Cross‑subsidies which benefit lower income or more 
vulnerable consumers.�The FCA�has�appeared�less�concerned 
about�such�cross‑subsidies,�changing�its�rulebook�to�
strengthen�financial�advice�firms’�ability�to�cross‑subsidise�new�
automated�advice�models�targeted�at�and�affordable�to�more�
lower�income�(and�potentially�more�vulnerable)�consumers.�
Previously, firms�had�been�unclear�about�whether�they�could�
provide�cross‑subsidies�between�their�traditional�advisory�
services,�typically�used�by�wealthier�consumers,�in�order�to�
cross‑subsidise�new�robo�advice�services.�While the�FCA�rules�
still�prevent�permanent�cross‑subsidies�in�this�area,�this�change�
to�its�rulebook�shows�it�is�willing�to�be�flexible�if�temporary�
cross‑subsidies�can�clearly�be�shown�to�benefit�these�groups�of�
consumers.

 • Cross‑subsidies which may encourage innovation and 
new products/services,�and�so�help�foster�competition�and�
market�access.�Notably, in�response�to�recommendations�in�the 
Financial Advice Market Review (FAMR),�the�FCA�relaxed�its�
rules�around�cross‑subsidisation�in�the�financial�advice�market�
in�order�to�encourage�vertically�integrated�advice�firms�to�
provide�new�robo�advice�models�which�would�encourage�further�
competition�and�innovation�in�the�market.�Previously, firms�
felt�that�the�FCA’s�advice�market�rules�had�been�unclear�about�
whether�vertically�integrated�advice�firms�could�cross‑subsidise�
these�new�propositions.

The�FCA�has�also�made�clear�that it will not intervene against 
cross‑subsidies where it thinks this would lead to adverse 
consequences,�noting�that�the�benefits�of�any�given�regulatory�
intervention�need�to�be�weighed�against�both�the�direct�costs�of�
the�intervention�and�any�indirect�consequences�that�may�result�
from it.

Price discrimination and the link to cross‑subsidisation
While�many of the concerns the FCA has about cross‑subsidies 
may also apply to price‑discrimination,�the�FCA�has�also�set�out�
six�factors�which�will�inform�its�desire�to�intervene�in�cases�of�price‑
discrimination.�Cases�of�price‑discrimination�which�(1)�affect�more�
vulnerable�consumers,�(2)�have�significant�profitability�differences�and�
cause�large�amounts�of�harm�to�the�affected�consumers,�(3)�harm�
a�significant�number�or�group�of�consumers,�(4)�are�opaque�and/or�
relate�to�personal�characteristics,�(5)�relate�to�an�essential�product/
service,�and�(6)�lead�to�widespread�public�concern,�are�all�more�likely�to�
prompt�regulatory�intervention.

What cross‑subsidies might the FCA explore in future?
The�FCA�has�taken�an�approach to cross-subsidies that cuts across 
financial services markets.

Its�previous�work�on�packaged�bank�accounts,�and�concerns�about�
similar�cross‑subsidies�for�general�insurance�add‑ons,�suggest�that 
cross‑subsidies across various bundled products will remain 
an area of focus. Cross‑subsidies between back book and front 
book customers�are�also�likely�to�remain�a priority�given�the�FCA’s�
continuing�focus�on�firms’�treatment�of�their�existing�customers.

While�the�FCA’s�Asset�Management�Market�Study�did�not�note�any�
cross‑subsidy�between�retail�and�institutional�investors�(despite�finding�
that�there�were�larger�margins�on�retail�than�institutional�business)�the�
FCA’s�concerns�over�pricing�and�competition�in�the�market�have�led�to�
a continuing focus on investment fees and charges. This may well 
lead to a continuing focus on the prices paid by different groups 
of investors and whether this is indicative of cross‑subsidies.

Cross‑subsidies related to contingent charging are also likely to 
face scrutiny as�part�of�the�FCA’s�continued�work�on�pension�transfer�
advice,�with�CP18/7�looking�specifically�at�the�issue�of�contingent�
charging�around�Defined�Benefit�(DB)�pension�advice,�where�
consumers�who�do�not�transfer�their�pension�are�not�charged�for�any�
of�the�advice�they�received.�The FCA�notes�that�this�charging�model�
has�the�potential�to�cause�conflicts�of�interest,�but�it�can�also�create�
cross‑subsidies�between�those�consumers�who�choose�to�transfer�
their�pensions�and�those�who�do�not,�with�the�possibility�that�the�
former�group�essentially�pays�for�the�free�advice�received�by�the�latter.�
This is�a broader�problem�in�the�UK�investment�market,�where�IFAs,�the�
prominent�means�of�distributing�investment�products,�mainly�charge�
on�a contingent basis.

More�generally,�we�expect�the�FCA�to�continue�to�focus�on 
cross‑subsidies in markets where there is evidence of weak 
or ineffective competition,�and�where�there�are�high�margins,�
few�competitors,�and�barriers�to�consumers�switching�or�changing�
provider.�This could�affect�products,�for�example,�where�customers�are�
locked�into�long‑term�contracts�with�high�ongoing�charges.
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What should firms consider doing?
While�the�FCA�does�not�have�any�specific�rules�or�handbook�
requirements�around�cross‑subsidies,�we�think�that�the�FCA�will�
increasingly look to boards and senior managers to identify and 
monitor cross‑subsidies�where�these�have�a bearing,�current�or�
potential,�on�the�fair�treatment�of�customers�or�product�suitability,�
or�on�competition�issues�around�incentives�or�barriers�to�customer�
switching.�We therefore�suggest�that firms identify where 
cross‑subsidies may arise within their business models, and 
consider if these are likely to prompt any of these concerns.

Specifically�firms�may�want to:

 • Review their products to identify those likely to be providing 
undesirable cross-subsidies.�This is�likely�to�involve�firms�
reviewing�the�different�groups�of�consumers�a product�is�sold�
to�and�each�group’s�respective�profitability,�as�well�as�the�
profitability�of�different�products�sold�to�the�same�consumer.�
Where cross‑subsidies�are�identified,�this�may�prompt�the�need�
to�adjust�or�redesign�these�products�to�reduce�or�phase�out�any�
cross‑subsidy.

 • Ensure their product design process does not encourage 
undesirable cross‑subsidisation,�perhaps�to�boost�new�sales�
or�increase�market�share.�In such�cases,�the�regulator�may�look�to�
take�action�if�these�are�seen�to�unfairly�affect�some�consumers�or�
to�undermine�effective�competition�in�the�market.

 • Where firms have identified material cross‑subsidies in 
their business model, develop an evidence base, including 
through targeted MI, to justify these and provide assurance 
that they are subject to periodic review.�Firms will�want�to�
show�they�have�considered�the�implications�around�vulnerability�
and�competition�issues�that�may�emerge.�This may�involve�
gathering�data�and�analysis�on�the�differences�in�the�cost�to�
serve�different�consumer�groups,�or�in�the�cost�of�different�
marketing�techniques�or�incentives�which�may�affect�acquisition�
costs�for�different�consumers.

 • Ensure that remuneration policies and other incentives, 
together with the firm’s culture more generally, are not 
creating a bias towards cross‑subsidisation,�perhaps�through�
incentivising�the�sale�of�a particular�product�whose�success�is�
dependent�on�an�unacceptable�cross‑subsidy.

 • Review how product sales processes or communications 
may lead to cross‑subsidisation.�Either deliberately�or�
inadvertently,�customer�communications�might�encourage�use�of�
products�or�services�that�will�lead�to�cross‑subsidies,�for�example�
promoting�the�benefits�of�a product�bundle�to�a wide�range�of�
customers�when�many�of�these�customers�might�never�access�
the�benefits�of�certain�parts�of�the�bundle.�Sales processes�or�
campaigns�might�encourage�cross‑subsidisation�by�making�it�
easier�to�sell�certain�products�in�combination�or�targeting�less�
savvy�customers.�In these�cases,�firms�should�look�to�ensure�
any�sales�processes�or�campaigns�are�well�targeted�and�do�not�
promote�cross‑subsidies�between�different�consumer�groups.

In conclusion, the FCA will continue to scrutinise 
cross‑subsidies as part of its focus on firms’ business models.�
Although cross‑subsidies�are�not�currently�the�subject�of�rules�or�
principles,�the�harmful�outcomes�to�which�they�can�lead�are,�and�
firms�should�be�mindful�of�where�cross‑subsidies�might�mean�they�
fail�to�treat�their�customers�fairly.�As a result,�firms�may�want�to�
consider�reviewing�what�type�of�cross‑subsidies�exist�within�their�
business�mix�and�whether�they�need�to�do�something�proactively�
about�them�to�reduce�any�resulting�conduct risks.

“�While�the�FCA�does�not�have�any�specific�
rules�or�handbook�requirements�around�
cross‑subsidies,�we�think�that�the�that�
FCA�will�increasingly�look�to�boards�
and�senior�managers�to�identify�and�
monitor�cross‑subsidies�where�these�
have�a bearing,�current�or�potential,�
on�the�fair�treatment�of�customers�or�
product�suitability,�or�on�competition�
issues�around�incentives�or�barriers�to�
customer�switching.”
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The�FCA’s�approach�to�cross‑subsidies

The�FCA�is�interested�in�cross‑subsidies�for�a number�of�reasons.�
Its OP�says�that�cross‑subsidies�“usually have distributional 
consequences”�and�that�in�many�cases,�sophisticated�or�
savvy�consumers�can�secure�a good�deal�while�others�(the�
non‑savvy)�pay�higher�prices.�The FCA’s�key�concern�here�is�that�
cross‑subsidies�may�lead�to�the�unfair�treatment�of�particular�
consumers,�with�the�OP�saying�that�in�some�cases,�the�FCA’s 
consumer protection objective will mean it wants to take 
action to ensure they are protected�and�that�this�is�especially�
true�for�vulnerable consumers.

The FCA’s competition objective may also give it cause to 
intervene on certain cross‑subsidies�or�to�address�market�
power�resulting�from�them.�However, the�OP�notes�the�potential 
for unintended consequences and�cites�the�example�of�the�
Competition�and�Market�Authority’s�(CMA)�investigation�into�the�
energy�market,�which�found�Ofgem’s�policy�package�which�limited�
price�discrimination�to�have�reduced�competition�“by reducing retail 
suppliers’ ability and incentives to compete and innovate in designing 
tariff structures, and by softening competition between PCWs (price 
comparison websites)”.

Importantly,�the�FCA�does not see cross-subsidisation as 
a problem per se.�Rather the�regulator�is�concerned�when�
a cross‑subsidy�leads�to�negative�consumer�outcomes�or�
ineffective�competition.�As a result,�the�FCA does�not�take�a blanket�
approach�to�cross‑subsidisation,�a point�emphasised�throughout�
its�OP,�which�notes�that “Assessing whether pricing practices are 
harmful to consumers and competition requires a case‑by‑case 
assessment based on detailed data.”

The�FCA’s�approach�to�evaluating�each�particular�cross‑subsidy�
is�outlined�in�its�OP’s�“framework for assessment”�for�price�
discrimination�and�cross‑subsidy.

The�framework�has�three�steps�to�determine�the�effects�that�
a potential�cross‑subsidy�has�on�competition�and�consumers:

1.� Establish the market context:�The FCA�will�seek�to�establish�
which�products�are�cross‑subsidised�and�which�firms�supply�
them.�It will�also�consider�the�range�and�number�of�firms�
involved,�to�see�if�there�is�variation�in�these�practices�across�
the�market,�and�whether�firms�act�differently�or�have�similar�
pricing�models.�The FCA�will�also�assess�the�market�position�of�
the�firms�using�these�practices,�to�see�if�they�are�in�a position�to�
exploit�market power.

2.� Analyse prices and costs:�The FCA�will�seek�to�assess�the�
prices�different�consumers�pay,�as�well�as�the�cost�of�supplying�
the�product�or�service.�This will�enable�it�to�establish�whether�
there�is�below�cost�pricing�leading�to�a cross‑subsidy.�The OP�
says�that�the�“appropriate allocation and measurements of costs is 
often the crucial step in the process”,�noting�that�this�can�often�be�
a challenging�and�complex�matter.

3.� Consider profitability:�Alongside a need�to�assess�costs�and�
prices�is�the�issue�of�profitability.�In the�case�of�a cross‑subsidy,�
losses�on�supplying�one�group�of�consumers�may�be�offset�
by�greater�profits�on�another,�so�the�FCA�will�also�look�to�see�
which�products�or�sets�of�consumers�are�profitable�for firms.

By�going�through�these�three�steps,�the�FCA�will�then�be�able�to�
establish�how�the�cross‑subsidy�works�in�practice,�between�which�
consumers�or�products�it�takes�place,�and�how�it�affects�firms’�
market�power�and�wider�competition�in�the�market.�It will�then�be�
able�to�decide�whether�any�interventions�might�be�necessary�to�
improve�consumer�outcomes�or�competition�in�the�market.

“�The�FCA�is�interested�in�cross‑subsidies�for�a number�of�reasons.�
Its OP�says�that�cross‑subsidies�“usually�have�distributional�
consequences”�and�that�in�many�cases,�sophisticated�or�savvy�
consumers�can�secure�a good�deal�while�others�(the�non‑savvy)� 
pay�higher�prices.”
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What�sort�of�cross‑subsidies�are�likely�to�prompt�FCA�intervention?

While�the�FCA�has�made�clear�that�it�will�consider�cross‑subsidies�
on�a case‑by‑case�basis,�by�looking�at�its�reviews�of�cross‑subsidies�
in�different�financial�markets�we�can�determine�what common 
circumstances and features are likely to trigger scrutiny and, 
in some cases, regulatory intervention by the FCA.

Cross‑subsidies which affect retail consumers
The�FCA�has�identified�numerous�cross‑subsidies�in�its�recent�
market�studies.�Across these�pieces�of�work,�it�has�taken 
a stronger stance on cross‑subsidies affecting retail 
consumers than those affecting more sophisticated, 
wholesale consumers.�Where it�has�found�cross‑subsidies�which�
affect�larger�wholesale�consumers,�the�regulator�has�been�less�
concerned.

The�FCA�has�only�published�one�major�piece�of�work�looking�at�
how�cross‑subsidies�affect�larger,�wholesale�consumers.�The FCA’s�
ICBMS�looked�at�the�issue�of�cross‑selling�and�cross‑subsidisation�
of�certain�investment�and�corporate�banking�services;�typically�
banking�and�lending�services�being�cross‑subsidised�by�broking,�
ECM�and�DCM�services.

Despite�reservations�about�how�the�market�worked�for�smaller�
clients, the FCA was satisfied with how cross‑subsidisation 
worked in practice and felt this worked well for larger clients.�
The ICBMS�“found that investment banking is very much a relationship 
business. Relationships are strengthened both by cross‑subsidised 
lending and corporate broking and by past primary market 
transactions. We found that lending and corporate broking are typically 
supplied at a low rate of return or below cost in exchange for a flow of 
transactional business, which is typically more lucrative.”

“From a client perspective, this model seems to work well for large 
corporate clients. These clients typically have a wide range of lending 
banks or joint corporate brokers that compete against each other for 
transactional mandates.”

In�this�case,�the�consumers�in�question�were�not�individuals�or�
small�businesses,�but�rather�sophisticated�corporates,�many�of�
which�would�have�equal�or�in�some�cases�stronger�bargaining�
positions�than�the�investment�banks�and�others�seeking�to�
provide�these�services.�This means�the�traditional�asymmetries�
in�knowledge,�financial�literacy�and�bargaining�power�present�in�
retail�financial�markets�were�not�a factor,�and�this�largely�explains�
why�the�FCA�only�sought�to�make�interventions�aimed�at�improving�
outcomes�for�smaller�businesses�which�are�likely�to�bear�greater�
similarity�to�retail�consumers�and�therefore�be�in�need�of�greater�
protection.

Looking�at�the�body�of�the�FCA’s�work�which�has�touched�on�
cross‑subsidies,�we�can�see�the�focus�has�largely�been�on�retail�
markets,�with�major�studies�on�the�cash�savings,�general�insurance�
and�financial�advice�markets,�as�well�as�others.�In each of these 
cases, the FCA introduced a variety of measures aimed at 
improving retail consumers’ outcomes.

Cross‑subsidies which exploit lower income or more 
vulnerable consumers
Since�the�publication�of�the�FCA’s Occasional Paper on Consumer 
Vulnerability in February 2015,�the�regulator�has�put�increasing 
emphasis on firms’ efforts to both identify and support 
vulnerable consumers.�Consequently,�where�the�FCA�has�
identified�cross‑subsidies�which�have�a particular�impact�on�
vulnerable�groups�of�consumers,�it�has�raised�concerns�about�the�
impact�this�has had.

The�FCA’s paper on General Insurance Auto-renewals,�published�
in�December�2015,�was�the�FCA’s�first�piece�of�work�to�draw�a link�
between�cross‑subsidisation�and�vulnerability.�The paper�says�
that�the�FCA�expects�“firms to think about the needs of vulnerable 
consumers” and�points�to�the�release�of�its�Occasional�Paper�
on�Consumer�Vulnerability�which�highlights�“that vulnerable 
consumers may be significantly less able to represent their own 
interests and more likely to suffer harm.”

The�paper�found�that�those�consumers�who�stayed�with�their�
existing�insurance�provider�at�renewal�tended�to�pay�higher�prices,�
with�this�effect�growing�over�time.�The higher�prices�paid�by�longer�
standing�customers�were�then�used�to�cross‑subsidise�insurance�
for�new�customers.�The paper�noted�that�this�cross‑subsidy�was�
more�likely�to�affect�vulnerable�consumers:�“Data that we hold on 
some insurers show that a large proportion of longstanding customers 
are older. Age can be an indicator of vulnerability and this potentially 
raises questions about treating these consumers fairly. This is consistent 
with our recent consumer research, which found that people over 55 are 
overall less likely to shop around and more likely to renew policies with 
the same provider.”

This�shows�the�FCA’s�growing�interest�in�the�distributional�impact�
of�such�cross‑subsidies�with�regards�to�vulnerable�consumers.�
However, the�FCA�stated�that�it�felt�firms�were�best�placed�to�
take�action�to�support�vulnerable�consumers�“without regulatory 
intervention at this time.”

While�the�FCA’s�decision�not�to�intervene�in�the�insurance�market�
may�suggest�it�is�not�likely�to�take�action�against�cross‑subsidies�
which�affect�vulnerable�consumers�going�forward,�the�FCA’s�more�
recent�reviews�and�announcements�suggest�it�has�subsequently�
toughened�its�stance.
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The�FCA’s�OP�on�price�discrimination�and�cross‑subsidies�builds�
on�the�concerns�articulated�in�the�auto‑renewals�paper,�and�
shows�how�the�FCA’s�stance�has�evolved.�While the�auto‑renewals�
study�did�not�prompt�regulatory�intervention�focused�on�
vulnerable�consumers,�the�OP�states�that�the�FCA�would�look�to�
intervene�when�cross‑subsidies�“may involve exploiting certain 
vulnerable or captive consumer groups who are charged very 
high prices because of their inability to switch away”�and�that�
“cross‑subsidisation may raise distributional concerns from the 
implied subsidy from one consumer group to another consumer 
group.” This�suggests�that�in�future,�any�cross‑subsidies�which�
directly�affect�vulnerable�consumers�may�well�prompt�stronger�
regulatory�action�than�has�been�the�case�to date.

These�strengthened�concerns�about�vulnerability�and�cross‑
subsidisation�are�also�reflected�in�the�FCA’s�ongoing�Strategic�
Review�of�Retail�Banking�Business�Models.�The�review’s�focus�is�
on�the�free‑if‑in‑credit (“FIIC”) banking model,�the�impact�that�
this�model�has�on�vulnerable�consumers,�and�the�potential�for�FIIC 
banking to create what the FCA might see as unacceptable 
cross‑subsidies between vulnerable consumers and other 
consumer groups.

The�review’s�June�2018�Update�expressed�an�intention�to�
understand “whether FIIC banking creates distributional issues, 
where some consumers pay more – or less – than others depending 
on their mix of products and/or how they use them” and in particular 
“whether potentially vulnerable consumers tend to pay more for 
their PCAs (personal current accounts).”�The�FCA�was�also�concerned�
that�the�FIIC�model�could�mean�that�vulnerable�overdraft�users�
could�be�cross‑subsiding�the�free�bank�accounts�of�other�groups�of�
consumers.

In�the�event,�the�Update�found�that�the�vast�majority�of�PCA�
consumers�are�profitable�for�banks,�and�that�around�10%�of�
PCA�consumers�generate�between�a�third�and�a�half�of�all�PCA�
revenues.�Of�these�10%�of�most�profitable�consumers,�similar�
amounts�of�revenue�come�from�overdraft�charges�and�the�funding�
benefit�from�deposits.�

The�FCA�also�found�that�around�10%�of�PCA�consumers�were�loss‑
making�for�banks,�and�that�these�loss‑making�consumers�were�
largely�those�with�bad�overdraft�debts�which�the�bank�had�written�
off.�While�these�10%�of�loss�making�consumers�will�be�cross‑
subsidised�by�others,�given�that�heavy�overdraft�users�also�fall�
into�the�most�profitable�group�of�consumers,�any�cross‑subsidies�
between�different�consumer�groups�is�likely�to�be�small,�and�not�at�
the�expense�of�vulnerable�consumers.�The�overall�picture�painted�
by�the�FCA�is�thus�distributionally�complex,�with�no�particular�
group�of�consumers�receiving�a�cross‑subsidy�from�another.

However,�despite�the�absence�of�strong�evidence�of�cross‑
subsidies�between�vulnerable�overdraft�users�and�other�PCA�
customers,�the�FCA�has�still�announced�a�series�of�pricing‑related�
overdraft�interventions,�as�part�of�its�High�Cost�Credit�Review.�
These�proposed�interventions�are�driven�by�the�FCA’s�concern�that�
unarranged�overdraft�charges�are�most�heavily�concentrated�on�
vulnerable�consumers,�and�that�a�number�of�the�most�profitable�
PCA�consumers�are�also�unarranged�overdraft�users.�

In�sum,�this�shows�that�even�where�the�FCA�does�not�find�direct�
evidence�of�cross‑subsidisation,�strong�levels�of�differential�
pricing,�and�potential�price�discrimination�between�vulnerable�
consumers�and�others,�can�still�lead�the�FCA�to�take�strong�
action.�It�also�suggests�that�if�the�FCA�had�found�direct�evidence�
of�cross‑subsidies�adversely�affecting�vulnerable�consumers,�its�
interventions�could�well�have�been�stronger�still.

“�The�FCA’s�OP�on�price�discrimination�and�
cross‑subsidies�builds�on�the�concerns�
articulated�in�the�auto‑renewals�paper,�
and�shows�how�the�FCA’s�stance�has�
evolved.”
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Cross‑subsidies which exploit consumer inertia or back 
book consumers
Perhaps�the�most�typical�type�of�cross‑subsidy�which�the�FCA�has�
sought�to�address�across�multiple�financial�services�markets�is�
between�new “front book” customers, and longstanding “back 
book” customers.�Many firms�(in�financial�services�and�other�
markets)�look�to�exploit consumer inertia by�charging�higher�
prices�or�paying�lower�rates�of�interest�to�longstanding�customers.�
These inert�customers�can�then�cross‑subsidise�attractive�rates�
or�offers�to�new�customers�switching�to�the�firm,�creating�what�is�
known�as�a back�book�to�front�book�subsidy.

The�FCA’s�Cash Savings Market Study, published in January 2015, 
found�evidence�that�providers�held�a significant�proportion�of�
consumers’�savings�balances�in�accounts�opened�more�than�five�
years�previously,�and�that�these�accounts�paid�much�lower�rates�of�
interests�than�accounts�opened�more�recently.�

Smaller banks�and�savings�providers�offering�evidence�to�the�
study�contended�that�larger�firms�use�the�money�generated�
through�offering much lower rates of interest to longstanding 
customers to effectively cross‑subsidise much higher rates 
of interest to new customers,�in�order�to�win�new�business.�
They said�that�this�made�it�hard�for�them�to�compete�effectively�
with�these�larger�banks,�and�created�high�barriers�to�entry�and�
expansion�in�the�market.

The�FCA’s�final�findings�reflected�the�concerns�of�these�smaller�
banks,�noting�that�the�large�PCA�providers�had�a significant�
advantage�in�the�cash�savings�market,�not�only�through�the�ability�
to�cross‑sell�to�their�base�of�current�account�consumers,�but�also�
because�they�had�a large�number�of�relatively�inert�existing�savings�
customers,�who�were�paid�very�little�interest�on�their�savings�
balances,�and�could�be�used�to�cross‑subsidise�newer�customers.�
The study�noted�that�“in order to compete for customers, challenger 
firms have to offer significantly higher interest rates than are offered 
by the large personal current account providers” as most consumers 
prefer�to�stick�with�their�existing�provider�and�will�only�be�tempted�
to�switch�by�significantly�better�rates.

In�this�case,�the�FCA’s�main�concern�about�the�back�book�to�
front�book�subsidy�is�that�it�weakened�competition�by�allowing�
incumbent�firms�with�large�numbers�of�existing�customers�to�offer�
cross‑subsidised�rates�of�interest�to�new�customers.�The study’s�
remedies�were�targeted�at�encouraging�consumers�to�shop�around�
and�on�lowering�barriers�to�entry�and�expansion,�with�the�second�
of�these�then�picked�up�in�the�CMA’s�open�banking�proposals�as�
part�of�its�wider�review�of�the�retail�banking�market.

Similar�concerns�to�the�Cash�Savings�Market�Study�were�present�
in�the�FCA’s work on General Insurance Auto-renewals.�The FCA�
found�that�for�some�types�of�insurance,�consumers paid much 
higher prices if they stayed with the same insurer, with this 
effect growing over time (the longer you stay, the more you 
pay).�The FCA�intervened�with�a set�of�remedies�designed�to�
encourage�consumers�to�switch�and�shop�around�more,�in�order�to�
address�the�competition‑related�concerns�they�identified.

In�July�2018,�the�FCA�published�a�Discussion�Paper�(DP)�on�Price-
discrimination in the cash savings market,�building�on�the�work�
undertaken�in�its�original�Cash�Savings�Market�Study,�as�well�as�an�
accompanying Occasional Paper,�which�discussed�introducing�a�
‘basic�savings�rate’�in�the�cash�savings�market.�The�‘basic�savings�
rate’�would�force�cash�savings�providers�to�pay�a�minimum�rate�of�
interest�on�all�cash�savings�accounts�which�had�been�open�for�a�
set�period�of�time.�While�these�proposals�are�still�being�consulted�
on�at�the�time�of�writing,�they�demonstrate�the�FCA’s�willingness�to�
consider�strong�pricing�orientated�interventions�to�address�back�
book�to�front�book�cross‑subsidies�or�price�discrimination.

Both�the�FCA’s�2017/18 and 2018/19�Business�Plans�identified�the�
“treatment of existing customers”�as�one�of�its�on‑going�“cross�
sector�priorities”,�showing�that�it�continues�to�worry�about�back�
book�customers�receiving�a worse�deal�than�newer�customers,�
and�the�potential�for�cross‑subsidies�between�the�two.�The FCA’s�
principal�concern�is�that�existing�customers�will�receive�worse�
outcomes�than�newer,�front�book�customers,�raising�concerns 
that firms are not treating these customers fairly.
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Cross‑subsidies which distort or weaken competition
As�the�FCA�has�a statutory�objective�to�promote�effective�
competition�within�the�markets�it�regulates,�it�has�often�looked 
to intervene where there are cross‑subsidies between 
products or consumer groups which may undermine effective 
competition in a market.�Certain cross‑subsidies�can�mean�some�
consumers�face�higher�prices�than�they�otherwise�would�or�that�
product�and�price�comparison�become�harder�and�less�transparent.�
This�can�undermine�the�demand�side�pressure�consumers�are�able�
to�exert�or�otherwise�harm�their�ability�to�shop�around,�weakening�
competition�and�prompting�the�regulator�to�take�action.

Competition has been one of the primary concerns the FCA has 
discussed in a number of market studies which have assessed 
cross-subsidisation.�As�previously�mentioned,�the�FCA’s�Cash�Savings�
Market�Study�notes�that�back�book�to�front�book�subsidies�in�this�market�
distort�competition�by�making�it�harder�for�smaller�banks�(without�big�
back�books)�to�compete�with�larger,�well�established�banks,�which do.

The�FCA�also�expressed�competition�concerns�in�its�market�study�
on�the�sale�of�general�insurance�add‑ons.�The study’s�findings 
were published in March 2014�and�found�that�insurance�cover�
sold�on�a standalone�basis�was�typically�cheaper�than�when�the�
same�insurance�cover�was�sold�as�an�add‑on�to�another�policy.�
In some�cases�the�main�insurance�could�be�sold�below�cost�with�
add‑on�revenues�acting�as�a cross‑subsidy�for�the�main�insurance�
product.

The�FCA�was�concerned�that�not�only�were�add‑on�sales�distorting�
competition�in�the�market�for�these�insurance�products�by�
encouraging�consumers�to�make�an�impulse�purchase�and�not�
properly�assessing�alternatives�to�the�add‑on,�but�that�in�some�
cases,�consumers�who�bought�the�add‑on�insurance�would�
be�unfairly�cross‑subsidising�those�who�only�bought�the�main�
insurance�product,�but�not�the�add‑on.

As�a result,�the�market�for�both�the�add‑on�product�and�the�
market�for�the�main�insurance�product�would�be�distorted�by�
this�cross‑subsidy, as�the�main�insurance�product�would�have�an�
artificially�low�price,�and�the�add‑on’s�price�would�be�much�higher,�
distorting�competition�in�the�markets�for�both�the�main�insurance�
and�the�add‑on�product.

Competition�concerns�were�also�expressed�in�the�FCA’s�general�
insurance�auto‑renewals�work,�and�in�the�ICBMS’s�worries�around�
the�investment�and�corporate�banking�market�not�working�as�
well�for�smaller�businesses.�Given the�wide�range�of�studies�
which�touch�upon�competition�issues,�and�that�this�is�one�of�
the�FCA’s�three�overarching�objectives,�cross‑subsidies which 
raise competition concerns continue to be a likely target for 
regulatory intervention.

Cross‑subsidies which impact large numbers of consumers 
or cause greater levels of harm
Like�all�organisations,�the�FCA�faces�constraints�on�its�resources.�
As�a�result,�the�FCA�chooses�to�prioritise�intervening�where�this�
results�in�the�greatest�reduction�of�harm�to�consumers.�This 
means that the FCA is more likely to intervene against cross‑
subsidies which harm large numbers of consumers, or where 
the levels of individual harm caused by the cross‑subsidy 
are greater in scale.�For�example,�if�a�cross‑subsidy�is�present�
in�a�large�market�and�impacts�many�millions�of�consumers,�the�
FCA�will�be�more�likely�to�intervene�than�if�a�cross‑subsidy�only�
impacts�several�thousand�consumers.�Equally,�if�the�cross‑subsidy�
is�only�small�in�scale,�and�only�causes�minor�levels�of�harm,�this�will�
mean�the�FCA�is�less�likely�to�intervene�than�when�a�cross‑subsidy�
involves�significant�losses�on�one�product�and�very�high�levels�of�
profit�on�another,�and�so�causes�a�greater�degree�of�harm�to�the�
consumers�and�market�concerned.
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Cross‑subsidies – regulatory intervention
This is our view of the assessment the FCA is likely to make, based on our analysis of its previous conclusions from relevant market 
studies and other work. However, there can be no guarantee that in future the FCA may not act differently.

The FCA is less concerned about cross-subsidies which affect more 
sophisticated wholesale consumers. Most of its studies which have 
targeted cross-subsides have focused on retail markets.

Does the cross-subsidy 
affect retail consumers?

YesNoLess likely 
to prompt 
regulatory 
intervention

More likely to prompt regulatory intervention

Does the cross-subsidy 
exploit vulnerable 
consumers?

The FCA prioritises addressing harm to vulnerable consumers.  
This means that cross-subsidies which are seen to exploit this group 
are more likely to prompt regulatory intervention.

YesNoLess likely 
to prompt 
regulatory 
intervention

More likely to prompt regulatory intervention

Does the cross-subsidy 
exploit consumer inertia 
or back book consumers?

The FCA has consistently raised concerns about long standing 
customers paying higher prices to cross-subsidise new customers.  
The FCA is likely to view these practices as unfair and so more likely  
to intervene in these circumstances.

YesNoLess likely 
to prompt 
regulatory 
intervention

More likely to prompt regulatory intervention

Does the cross-subsidy 
distort or weaken 
competition?

One of the FCA’s three statutory objectives is to promote fair and effective 
competition in the markets it regulates. Consequently, it is more likely to 
intervene where a cross-subsidy undermines competition. 

YesNoLess likely 
to prompt 
regulatory 
intervention

More likely to prompt regulatory intervention

Visit Deloitte.co.uk/Cross-Subsidies to access the full interactive version of this decision tree tool and assess how cross-subsidy 
regulation could impact your business. 
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Where�has�the�FCA�been�supportive�of�or�less�concerned�
by cross‑subsidisation?

The�FCA’s�case‑by‑case�approach�to�cross‑subsidies�means�that�
in�a number�of�instances�it�has�been�less�concerned�by,�or�even�
supportive�of,�cross‑subsidies.�From these�individual�examples,�we�
can�get�a broader�idea�of�where�cross‑subsidies�are�less�likely�to�
prompt�action�from�the�regulator,�and�on�what�basis�the�FCA�may�
decide�that�it�is�not�worthwhile�to�intervene.

Product rather than consumer group cross‑subsidies
Cross‑subsidies�can�either�be�between�different�products�
and�services�sold�to�the�same�consumer�or�between�different�
consumers�of�the�same�product�or�service.�In many�cases,�
cross‑subsidies�between�products�or�services�sold�to�the�same�
consumer�are�likely�to�prove�less�problematic,�as�they�do�not�raise�
any�of�the�distributional�concerns�flagged�by�the�regulator,�namely�
the�risk of more savvy consumers benefiting at the expense of 
less savvy consumers.

In�the�wholesale�markets�discussed�in�the�ICBMS,�the�FCA�notes�
that�cross‑subsidies�tend�to�be�between�products�which�are�sold�
to�the�same�consumer,�rather�than�between�different�consumer�
groups.�While the�FCA�expressed�concern�that�smaller�clients�
may�not�have�the�same�bargaining�power�as�larger�ones,�it�did�not�
identify�any�cross‑subsidy�between�larger�and�smaller�clients�or�
vice versa.

While�product�cross‑subsidies�can�lead�to�competition�concerns�or�
be�problematic�for�other�reasons,�in�the�case�of�the�ICBMS�the�FCA�
found�that�the�cross‑subsidies�between�corporate�banking�and�
lending�products�and�other�capital�raising�services�worked�well�for�
larger�consumers.

Given�the�FCA’s�distributional�concerns�around�cross‑subsidies�
and�its�emphasis�on�protecting�vulnerable�consumers,�those 
cross‑subsidies which do not redistribute between different 
groups and so avoid these thorny issues, will likely see the 
regulator take a more benign view of their impact.

Cross‑subsidies which benefit lower income or more 
vulnerable consumers
While�the�FCA�has�expressed�particular�concern�about�
cross‑subsidies�which�may�disadvantage�vulnerable�consumers,�it�
is also more tolerant of cross‑subsidies which work in favour of 
lower income or more vulnerable consumers.

In�the�case�of�the�advice�market,�the�FCA�has�actively�sought�to�
relax�its�rules�on�cross‑subsidisation�(see�below�for�further�detail)�
to�encourage�advice�firms�to�provide�new�robo�advice�models�
targeted�at�mass�market�or�lower�income�consumers.

The�FCA’s�move�to�relax�its�rules�around�cross‑subsidisation�
will�allow�advice�firms�to�develop�a cross‑subsidy�primarily�
aimed�at�benefitting�lower�income�consumers,�with�wealthier 
investors who already receive financial advice bearing 
the costs.�However, it�is�worth�noting�that�the�FCA�rules�still�
prevent�permanent�cross‑subsidies�in�this�area,�showing�that�the�
FCA’s�concerns�about�the�effect�such�cross‑subsidies�have�on�
competition�in�the�market�are�likely�to�limit�the�flexibility�the�FCA�
has�shown�in�this area.

In�the�retail�banking�space,�the�FCA’s�ongoing�Strategic�Review�
of�Retail�Banking�Business�Models�places�a�heavy�emphasis�on�
taking�action�if�it�finds�cross‑subsidies�that�may�harm�vulnerable�
consumers.�However,�the�evidence�presented�in�its�June�2018�
Update�suggests�that�the�FIIC�model�may�in�fact�create�a�situation�
where�vulnerable�overdraft�users�are�cross‑subsidised�by�other�
groups�of�consumers.

The�review�notes�that�the�vast�majority�of�PCA�consumers�are�
profitable�for�banks�and�that�the�10%�of�most�profitable�PCA�
consumers�are�those�with�large�current�account�deposits�as�well�as�
heavy�overdraft�users.�The�FCA�also�found�that�around�10%�of�PCA�
consumers�were�loss‑making�for�banks,�and�that�these�loss�making�
consumers�were�largely�those�with�bad�overdraft�debts�which�the�
bank�had�written�off.�These�loss�making�overdraft�users�are�also�
more�likely�to�be�vulnerable,�and�as�the�losses�on�these�vulnerable�
consumers�will�have�to�be�cross‑subsidised�by�other�consumer�
groups,�this�group�of�vulnerable�consumers’�benefits�from�a�cross‑
subsidy.�

As�some�of�the�most�profitable�consumers�are�also�overdraft�
users,�the�overall�distributional�picture�is�complex,�but�cannot�be�
said�to�be�at�the�expense�of�vulnerable�consumers.�This�is�a�striking�
example�of�where�the�FCA�appears�relatively�unconcerned�by�the�
existence�of�a�cross‑subsidy�because�it�does�not�adversely�affect�
more�vulnerable�consumers.�This�may�help�to�explain�why�the�FCA�
has�not�sought�to�dismantle�the�FIIC�model,�or�to�tackle�the�cross‑
subsidies�at�play�within�it.�Instead�the�FCA�has�chosen�to�target�its�
interventions�at�the�pricing�of�unarranged�overdrafts�whose�impact�
is�highest�among�more�vulnerable�consumers.
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Cross‑subsidies which encourage innovation and new 
products/services
The�FCA�has�looked�to�support�cross‑subsidies�which�may�
encourage�firms�to�bring�new�products�to�market,�and�so�help�
foster�competition,�access,�and�innovation.

This�was�the�case�with�regards�to�the�changes�the�FCA�made�to�its�
rules�around�the�advice�market,�prompted�by�the�FAMR�which�was�
launched�in�August�2015�in�order�to�look�at�ways�the�market�for�
financial�advice�could�be�made�more�affordable�and�accessible.

One�of�the�areas�explored�by�the�FAMR�were�the�rules�introduced�
by�the�Retail�Distribution�Review�(RDR),�a previous�review�and�
subsequent�package�of�reforms�aimed�at�the�advice�market.

The�RDR�introduced�certain�requirements�on�vertically�integrated�
firms�which�provided�financial�advice�related�to�their�own�products.�
These requirements�aimed�to�ensure�that�there�were�not�
cross‑subsidies�between�other�areas�of�these�firms’�value�chains,�
such�as�their�products,�and�the�advice�they�provided,�and�that�the�
costs�and�charges�for�their�advice�reflected�the�costs�of�providing�
these�services.�The aim�of�these�rules�was�to�prevent�firms�from�
offering�advice�at�a loss,�in�order�to�then�sell�their�own�products�to�
investors.�Allowing vertically�integrated�firms�to�do�this�would�have�
given�them�an�unfair�advantage�in�the�advice�market,�limiting�other�
firms’�ability�to�compete,�and�so�reducing�the�benefits�of�effective�
competition�in�the�market.

Some�firms�operating�in�the�advice�market�felt�that�these�rules�
reduced their ability to develop advice models aimed at 
consumers with smaller sums to invest, because firms were 
unable to cross‑subsidise these consumers during the initial 
growth phase of the business,�where�it�would�not�be�possible�to�
offer�a viable�advice�model�that�sought�to�recover�all�its�costs�on�
a standalone basis.

Respondents�to�the�FAMR’s�call�for�input�also�stated�that�this�was�
a particular�barrier to the development of automated advisory 
services for a wider market or even lower income consumers.�
Automated advisory�services�tend�to�incur�high�upfront�costs�as�
firms�need�to�invest�in�the�technology�involved�and�also�require�
heavy�marketing�spends�in�order�to�target�and�reach�the�relevant�
group�of�consumers.�Firms suggested�that�relaxing�the�RDR’s�
restrictions�on�cross‑subsidy�would�allow�them�greater�flexibility�
in�developing�business�models�which�provide�advice�to�consumers�
with�less�wealth.

As�a result,�the�FAMR�recommended�that�the�FCA�should�consult�
on�changes�to�its�guidance�about�the�cross‑subsidisation�rules.�
The FCA�then�acted�on�the�FAMR’s�recommendations,�and�
following�its�consultation�revised�it�rules�so�that�firms�could�
cross‑subsidise�their�new�advice�models�for�a period�of�five�years,�
or�longer�where�the�firm�could�show�these�initial�costs�had�not�
been�recouped.

While�our�previous blog on the robo advice market�suggests�that�
firms�still�want�further�clarity�around�cross‑subsidies,�the�FCA�did�
go�some�way�to�strengthen�firms’�ability�to�cross‑subsidise�as�it�
thought�this�would�help�encourage�new�advice�propositions�to�be�
brought�to�market,�helping�to�foster�innovation,�broaden�access,�
and�increase�competition�and�choice�in�the�market.

Consequently,�we�can�expect�that�where�limiting�cross‑subsidies�
undermines�firms’�ability�to�offer�new�products�or�services,�the�FCA�
will�look�to�weigh�the�potential�benefits�of�cross‑subsidisation�with�
any�other�concerns�the�FCA�may�have�about�the�cross‑subsidy�in�
question.�If�the�cross‑subsidies�are�integral�to�firms’�ability�to�offer�
new�services,�then,�as�in�the�advice�market,�we�may�see�cross‑
subsidies�that�would�otherwise�prompt�competition�concerns�to�
instead�be�viewed�in�a�more�positive�light.

Where intervening would lead to adverse consequences
The�FCA’s�OP�on�cross‑subsidies�notes�the�potential�for�
well‑intentioned�interventions�designed�to�address�problems�with�
a cross‑subsidy�ultimately�creating�larger�problems�in�the�market�
through�adverse�and�unintended�consequences.�Consequently,�
the�FCA�is�mindful�that�while�cross‑subsidies�may�create�certain�
problems�in�a given�market,�the�benefits�of�any�given�intervention�
need�to�be�weighed�against�both�the�direct�costs�of�the�
intervention�and�any�indirect�consequences�that�may�result�from it.

The�OP�gives�several�examples,�noting�that�in�the�case�of�the�
cash�savings�market,�interventions�to�protect�the�least�engaged�
consumers�by�banning�or�limiting�firms�from�offering�more�
attractive�interest�rates�to�new�customers�may�“restrict pricing 
flexibility and therefore reduce consumers’ incentives to switch, and 
may consequently reduce firms’ incentives to compete. A prohibition 
of such practices [offering more attractive front book prices] would go 
furthest and is likely to cause unintended consequences, such as 
a reduction in total sales and, consequently, welfare.” Instead�the�
FCA�looked�at�a “softer”�set�of�interventions�designed�to�encourage�
consumer�switching.
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The�FCA�also�cites�the�potential�for�adverse�consequences�as�
a reason�for�not�taking�stronger�intervention�in�the�case�of�
the�cross‑subsidies�identified�in�the�ICBMS,�with�the�regulator�
saying�that�it�“do[es] not consider that the detriment from 
cross‑subsidisation is sufficient to require us to intervene to 
change that model by introducing highly interventionist measures 
(e.g. measures which seek to separate lending or corporate broking 
activities from primary market transactional services, or measures 
which seek to govern how lending decisions are made). As noted in 
the interim report, such measures are likely to have significant 
unintended consequences for clients.”

In�the�case�of�the�advice�market,�the�FAMR�noted�that�the�previous�
RDR�rules�on�cross‑subsidisation�may�have�limited�firms’�ability�to�
offer�new�products�and�services.�Here the�FCA�sought�to�remove�
previous�restrictions�on�a cross‑subsidy�which�it�subsequently�
identified�as�having�caused�an�adverse�consequence.

In�summary,�we�see�that�the�FCA�is�hesitant�to�put�forward�“hard”�
interventions�which�totally�remove�or�ban�cross‑subsidies�as�
it�is�mindful�that�these�sorts�of�proposals�can�have�a range�of�
unforeseen�impacts�which�may�ultimately�outweigh�any�benefit�
from�removing�a cross‑subsidy.

“�In�the�case�of�the�advice�market,�the�
FAMR�noted�that�the�previous�RDR�rules�
on�cross‑subsidisation�may�have�limited�
firms’�ability�to�offer�new�products� 
and�services.”

Cross‑subsidies which do not negatively affect consumers  
or competition
The�FCA’s�case‑by‑case�approach�to�cross‑subsidies�means�that�
when�it�does�not�find�any�detrimental�effects�to�a cross‑subsidy�it�
will�not�seek�to�act.�It is�notable�that�the�burden�of�proof�is�placed�
on�the�side�of�intervention,�with�the�FCA�looking�for�evidence�of�
negative�consequences�before�acting,�rather�than�making�the�
default�assumption�that�all�cross‑subsidies�will�have�harmful�
effects�until�it�is�proven�otherwise.

In�the�case�of�the�FCA’s�Credit�Card�Market�Study,�the�regulator�
initially�looked�to�explore�a variety�of�issues�in�the�credit�
card�market.�This included�seeing�if�products�that�created�
cross‑subsidies�between�different�consumer�groups�restricted�
entry�or�expansion�in�the�market,�or�if�cross‑subsidisation�resulted�
in�certain�consumer�groups�being�“unduly disadvantaged”.

The�study’s terms of reference�noted�that�“‘Cross‑subsidisation’ 
is not necessarily anticompetitive or detrimental. There may be 
an issue, however, where it: (i) creates a barrier to entry and 
expansion, e.g. by impeding the development of new business models 
or product offerings that benefit consumers; or (ii) results in certain 
consumer groups being unduly disadvantaged (which could be 
the case, for example, where a small group of cardholders contribute 
a disproportionately large amount to providers’ income).”

However,�the�FCA’s�findings,�published�in�its�final�report�in�July�
2016,�did�not�find�evidence�of�the�concerns�it�outlined�in�its�terms�
of�reference:�“We did not find that cross‑subsidisation materially 
affected competition in the credit card market. We found firms 
typically designed products to at least break even over a five‑year period 
for all behavioural types targeted – in other words we did not find 
firms targeting particular groups or behavioural types with a view to 
cross‑subsidising others... Furthermore, we did not find evidence that 
cross‑subsidies materially restricted entry or expansion in the market 
– firms’ responses to our market questionnaire did not cite the lack of 
a captive ‘back book’ of consumers as a prohibitive barrier to entry, 
given consumers’ willingness to switch.”

This�shows�that�while�the�FCA�may�want�to�explore�the�existence�or�
effects�of�cross‑subsidies�in�a particular�market,�any�given�study�or�
review�will�not�necessarily�prompt�intervention,�and�the regulator 
will take an objective, evidence‑driven approach to such 
issues.
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Cross‑subsidies – regulatory intervention
This is our view of the assessment the FCA is likely to make, based on our analysis of its previous conclusions from relevant market 
studies and other work. However, there can be no guarantee that in future the FCA may not act differently.

Is the cross-subsidy 
between products sold 
to the same consumer?

YesNo
More likely 
to prompt 
regulatory 
intervention

Cross-subsidies between different products sold to the same 
consumer are less likely to raise the distributional concerns that have 
prompted the FCA to intervene against cross-subsidies between 
different consumer groups.

Less likely to prompt regulatory intervention

Does the cross-subsidy 
benefit lower income or 
vulnerable consumers?

YesNo
More likely 
to prompt 
regulatory 
intervention

Cross-subsidies that benefit lower income or vulnerable consumers 
are less likely to raise fairness-related concerns than those that exploit 
vulnerable consumers.

Less likely to prompt regulatory intervention

Does the cross-subsidy 
encourage firms to bring 
new products to market?

YesNo
More likely 
to prompt 
regulatory 
intervention

The FCA encourages innovation and competition, and so is more 
supportive of cross-subsidies which support these goals.

Less likely to prompt regulatory intervention

Visit Deloitte.co.uk/Cross-Subsidies to access the full interactive version of this decision tree tool and assess how cross-subsidy 
regulation could impact your business. 
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Price�discrimination�and�the�link�to�cross‑subsidisation

While�the�FCA�continues�to�scrutinise�cross‑subsidies�as�part�
of�their�focus�on�firms’�business�models,�they�are�far�from�the�
only�business�model�feature�that�may�raise�regulatory�concerns.�
Another business�model�feature�that�continues�to�attract�
regulatory attention is price discrimination,�a topic�which�the�FCA�
has�often�discussed�alongside�the�issue�of�cross‑subsidisation.�
While these�are�distinct�practices,�price�discrimination�and�
cross‑subsidisation�share�common�features�and�can�result�in�
similar regulatory concerns�related�to�the�fair�treatment�of�
customers�and�effective�competition.

The�FCA’s�2016�Occasional�Paper,�“Price discrimination and 
cross‑subsidy in financial services” explicitly linked the two 
issues,�referring�to�them�collectively�as�“pricing�practices”.�
Here, the�FCA�defines�price�discrimination�as�a situation�“where 
firms charge prices to different consumer groups, with different 
mark‑ups on the costs of supplying the product to these groups; for 
example, prices differ while the costs of supplying the consumer groups 
are the same.”�As�with�cross‑subsidisation,�price�discrimination�
means�consumers�end�up�paying�different�prices�for�the�same�
goods/services.�However,�unlike�with�cross‑subsidisation,�one�of�
these�does�not�need�to�be�sold�at�a loss�for�the�practice�to apply.

As�with�cross‑subsidies,�the FCA does not see price 
discrimination as inherently harmful to consumers or 
competition,�noting�that�“the mere presence of price discrimination or 
cross‑subsidy does not necessarily warrant an investigation”�and�that�
there�must�be�“a case‑by‑case assessment based on detailed data.”

“�While�the�FCA�continues�to�scrutinise�
cross‑subsidies�as�part�of�their�focus�on�
firms’�business�models,�they�are�far�from�
the�only�business�model�feature�that�
may�raise�regulatory�concerns.”

The FCA’s approach to price discrimination
There�are�a number�of�factors�that�may�lead�the�FCA�to�intervene�
against�a particular�case�of�price�discrimination.�One of�these�
factors�is�whether�it�judges�a case�of�price�discrimination�to�create�
a situation�where�some�customers�are�being�treated�unfairly.�
As “fairness”�can�be�a highly�subjective�and�contested�notion,�the�
FCA�has�sought�to�provide�firms�with�additional�clarity�about�what�
it�views�as�unfair�through�the�publication�of�its�July�2018�Research�
Note, “Price discrimination in financial services: How should we deal 
with questions of fairness”.

In�its�Research�Note,�the�FCA�seeks�to�distinguish�between�
cases of price discrimination the public find acceptable or 
fair (for example, student discounts) and those that “attract 
negative attention.”�The�FCA�highlights�a number�of�cases�where�
consumers�view�price�discrimination�as�unfair,�including�where�
longstanding�customers�receive�a worse�deal�than�new�customers�
(in�particular�in�the�insurance�and�cash�savings�market),�and�
insurance�customers�paying�more�due�to�certain�characteristics�
such�as�their�email�address�or�even�the�perceived�ethnicity�of�
their name.

Notably,�the�issue�of�long�standing�customers�paying�more�than�
newer�ones�is�a form�of�price�discrimination�that�can�also�lead�to�
cross‑subsidies,�as�discussed�in�our�section�on�“Cross‑subsidies�
which�exploit�consumer�inertia�or�back�book�customers.”

The�note�goes�on�to�explain�that�as�well�as�intervening�on�
fairness�grounds,�the�FCA�may�take�into�account�a number�of�
“economic considerations”�in�order�to�determine�whether�price�
discrimination�is�harmful.�These include:

 • Accessibility:�Are more�consumers�able�to�access�a good�quality�
product�due�to�price�discrimination?

 • Prices:�Does price�discrimination�increase�or�decrease�average�
prices?

 • Competition:�Does price�discrimination�distort�competition�(for�
example,�by�creating�barriers�to�entry)�or�have�other�efficiency�
implications�(for�example,�by�raising�search�costs�for�consumers)

When�it�comes�to�fairness,�the�FCA�says�that�it�considers�both�
procedural fairness�–�which�is�about�a firm’s�conduct�and�how�
it�treats�consumers�–�and�distributive fairness�–�which�relates�
to�which�consumers�may�pay�more�than�others�–�when�deciding�
whether�to�intervene.
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Importantly,�the�FCA�says�it will consider both economic and fairness considerations when assessing price discrimination.�It notes�that�these�are�
not�always�aligned,�and�has�produced�the�following�table�to�show�how�it�considers�the�interplay�between�these�two�factors�when�deciding�to�intervene:

Interplay of economic and fairness considerations when assessing price discrimination

Beneficial Ambiguous Harmful

Low No case Good case

High Potential case Potential case Very strong case

Eg. Cinema ticket prices

Eg. Prepayment energy meters; 
line rental for landline–only

Eg. Regional price discrimination in energy tariffs
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Source: The FCA, Research Note, “Price discrimination in financial services: How should we deal with questions of fairness”, July 2018

Price discrimination and fairness
When�it�comes�to�weighing�up�distributive�fairness�concerns,�the�FCA�says�that�it�will�consider�six�factors�which�will�determine�its�desire�to�intervene:

Six evidential questions on distributive fairness

Who is harmed by price discrimination? Wealthier consumers – e.g. time poor, cash rich Consumers with characteristics which might be 
deemed vulnerable (e.g. low income, old age etc.)

How much are these individuals harmed? Profitability difference between consumer 
segments is minimal and is immaterial to the 
harmed segment

Significant profitability differences and the 
harm has a significant adverse effect on the 
segment affected.

How significant is the pool of people harmed? Very small minority Significant group of consumers

How are firms price discriminating? Transparent and based on behaviour which 
consumers can easily change (e.g. switching)

Hidden and based on intrinsic characteristics 
which consumers cannot easily change (e.g. 
personal characteristics) 

Is the product/service essential? Product/service is considered non-essential but 
desired by some consumers

Essential product/service (e.g. current account 
or motor insurance)

Does society view the price discrimination as 
egregious/socially unfair?

Little concern expressed about practices and 
firm behaviour widely accepted

Persistent and broad-based concern expressed 
and firm behaviour seen as poor conduct

Lesser desire to act Greater desire to act     

Source: The FCA, Research Note, “Price discrimination in financial services: How should we deal with questions of fairness”, July 2018

Firms�should�take�note�of�the�FCA’s�six�criteria,�and�be�aware�that�those�cases�of�price�discrimination�which�are�more�likely�to�affect�
vulnerable�consumers,�have�significant�profitability�differences�and�cause�large�amounts�of�harm�to�the�affected�consumers,�harm�a�
significant�number�or�group�of�consumers,�are�opaque�and/or�relate�to�personal�characteristics,�relate�to�an�essential�product/service,�
and�lead�to�widespread�public�concern,�are�more�likely�to�prompt�regulatory�intervention.
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Importantly,�FCA�investigations�into�cross‑subsidies�may�also�lead�
it�to�take�action�against�price�discrimination.�For�example,�the�
June 2018 Update�to�the�FCA’s�Strategic�Review�of�Retail�Banking�
Business�Models�did�not�find�strong�evidence�of�cross‑subsidies�
which�adversely�affected�more�vulnerable�consumers.�However,�
it�did�find�that�unarranged�overdraft�charges�fell�more�heavily�on�
vulnerable�consumers,�leading�it�to�propose�a�series�of�overdraft‑
related�interventions�as�part�of�its�High�Cost�Credit�Review.�

Conclusions
The�FCA�often�assesses�price�discrimination�and�cross‑
subsidisation�alongside�one�another,�and�where�it�is�investigating�
one�of�these�issues,�it�may�equally�find�concerns�related�to�the�
other.�Both�can�prompt�fairness�and�competition�concerns�
which�can�lead�the�FCA�to�intervene.�In�the�case�of�price�
discrimination,�the�FCA�has�set�out�a�clear�set�of�criteria�as�the�
basis�of�its�interventions,�detailed�above.�A�number�of�these�will�
also�be�relevant�in�cases�of�cross‑subsidisation,�and�firms�should�
consequently�be�mindful�of�these�considerations�and�their�link�to�
the�separate�but�connected�issue�of�cross‑subsidies.

We�have�already�seen�the�FCA�look�to�tackle�price�discrimination�
(and�potential�cross‑subsidies)�in�the�cash�savings�market,�as�
set out in its July 2018 DP on the subject, and its proposals to 
introduce�a�‘basic�savings�rate’�which�would�force�cash�savings�
providers�to�pay�a�minimum�rate�of�interest�on�all�cash�savings�
accounts�which�had�been�open�for�a�set�period�of�time.�This�
shows�that�the�FCA�is�willing�to�consider�strong�pricing�orientated�
interventions�to�address�price�discrimination�between�back�and�
front�book�consumers�‑�a�practice�which�can�also�lead�to�cross‑
subsidisation�between�these�two�consumer�groups.

It�is�also�notable�that�the�FCA�points�to�price�discrimination�in�
the�insurance�market�as�an�area�of�concern,�especially�where�this�
relates�to�certain�personal�characteristics.�As�the�FCA�are�currently�
undertaking�a�piece�of�work�looking�at�the�pricing�practices�of�
the�retail�general�insurance�market,�we�could�see�these�concerns�
about�price�discrimination�being�explored�in�this�review.

“�The�FCA�often�assesses�price�
discrimination�and�cross‑subsidisation�
alongside�one�another,�and�where�it�is�
investigating�one�of�these�issues,�it�may�
equally�find�concerns�related�to�the�
other.�Both�can�prompt�fairness�and�
competition�concerns�which�can�lead�the�
FCA�to�intervene.”
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What�cross‑subsidies�might�the�FCA�explore�in�future?

The�FCA’s�focus�in�previous�market�studies�suggests�that�it�will�
continue to focus on cross‑subsidies which may distort 
competition or see back book consumers paying higher prices 
relative�to�newer,�front�book�consumers.

However,�while�the�FCA�has�looked�at�a wide�variety�of�
cross‑subsidies�across�different�financial�services�markets,�there�
are�other�areas�of�potential�cross‑subsidy�which�it�might�explore�
in�future.�Here, we�look�at�other�cross‑subsidies�that�may�exist�
in�financial�services�markets�and�explore�these�in�the�context�of�
the�FCA’s�wider�position�on�these�markets�as�well�as�its�views�on�
cross‑subsidies�more�generally.

Cross‑subsidies in bundled products
Both�the�FCA�and�former�FSA�have�carried�out�a variety�of�reviews�
which�have�assessed�product�bundling,�where�multiple�products�
are�“bundled”�together�and�sold�for�a single�price.�Looking at�the�
FCA and FSA’s work on packaged bank accounts�–�a prominent�
example�of�a bundled�product,�which�combine�a PCA�with�one�
or�more�insurance�products�–�we�can�see�that�the�regulator�has�
been�concerned�about�the�lack�of�price�transparency�in�bundled�
products�in�addition�to�their�value�for�money�and�suitability�for�
certain�consumers.

While�these�reviews�and�pieces�of�work�were�not�explicitly�focused�
on�the�potential�cross‑subsidies�at�play�in�bundled�products,�the 
concerns the FCA raises around poor suitability and value 
for money (the latter driven by ineffective competition) are 
typical of the conduct issues the FCA has explicitly linked to 
cross‑subsidies elsewhere.

Bundled�products�can�feature�cross‑subsidies�between�different�
products�in�the�bundle,�and�cross‑subsidies�between�different�
groups�of�consumers�purchasing�the�bundled�product;�each�of�
these�will�raise�different�issues.

As�the�bundled�product�is�sold�at�a single�price�for�all�the�products�
and�services�it�contains,�there is the potential for one or more of 
the products/services in the bundle to cross‑subsidise another 
product/service in the bundle.�This sort�of�cross‑subsidy�is�more�
likely�to�be�of�concern�if�the�consumer�is�particularly�focused�on�
one�part�of�the�bundle�and�less�knowledgeable�or�price�conscious�
about�other�elements�of�the�product.�In these�circumstances,�the�
most�salient�part�of�the�bundle�can�be�cross‑subsidised�by�other,�
poorer�value�elements�of�the�bundle,�making�the�overall�package�
seem�superficially�attractive.

In�this�case,�we�are�likely�to�see�the�FCA�take�a similar�stance�
to�their�general�insurance�add‑on�work, due�to�the�similarities�
between�product�bundling�and�add‑ons,�which�are�akin�to�
a “soft”�form�of�bundling.�The FCA’s�work�on�add‑ons�found�that�
cross‑subsidies�between�the�add‑on�and�the�main�insurance�
product are likely to undermine price transparency and distort 
competition�in�the�markets�for�both�the�main�insurance�product�
and�the�add‑on.�In the�case�of�bundled�products,�these�negative�
effects�may�well�be�stronger,�as�unlike�with�add‑ons�there�is�no�
individual�pricing�(so�prices�are�even�less�transparent)�and�no�
opportunity�to�pass�up�on�the�sale�of�a part�of�the�bundle,�unlike�
add‑ons�which�are�optional.

There�is�also�the�potential for bundled products to see 
cross‑subsidies between different consumer groups and 
between savvy and un‑savvy consumers.�When considering�
packaged�bank�accounts,�some�consumers�may�purchase�an�
account�but�never�claim�against�the�insurance�part�of�the�bundle�
as�it�is�unsuitable�for�their�needs.�For example,�a consumer�may�
purchase�a packaged�bank�account�with�travel�insurance�but�not�
have�any�plans�to�go�on�holiday�or�travel�abroad,�or�may�purchase�
a bank�account�with�pet�insurance�but�not�have�a pet.�In these�
cases,�those�consumers�who�will�never�make�a claim�may�well�
cross‑subsidise�those�consumers�who�are�eligible�to�claim�against�
every�part�of�the�packaged�insurance,�leading�to�questions�about�
the�fairness�of�this�arrangement.

Given�the�FCA’s�concerns�about�un‑savvy�back�book�customers�
unfairly�subsidising�savvier�front�book�customers�across�a variety�
of�markets,�it�could�have�similar�concerns�about�un‑savvy�packaged�
bank�account�consumers�cross‑subsidising�savvier�packaged�
account�consumers,�and�feel�these�consumers�were�being�treated�
unfairly.

It�is�worth�noting�that�when�the FSA assessed the packaged bank 
account market�it�expressed�concerns�about�consumers’�eligibility�
to�claim�against�parts�of�the�insurance�package�being�sold,�with�
these�concerns�being�couched�in�terms�of�consumer�protection.�
As a result,�the�FSA�introduced�new�requirements�for�firms�to�
check�whether�the�customer�would�be�eligible�to�claim�under�each�
policy�offered�in�the�package,�which�ought�to�have�reduced�any�
un‑savvy�to�savvy�cross‑subsidy.

Overall�then,�the�FCA’s�approach�to�cross‑subsidies�in�bundled�
products�is�likely�to�draw�upon�its�approach�to�general�insurance�
add‑ons�and�the�competition�issues�raised�in�this�market,�as�well�
as�the�fairness�concerns�the�FCA�has�shown�with�regards�to�the�
cross‑subsidy�between�savvy�and�un‑savvy�consumer�groups.
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Cross‑subsidies in asset managers’ fees structures
Financial�services�products�can�often�have�complex�or�opaque�
costs,�which�can�make�them�hard�to�compare�and�raise�
competition�or�consumer�protection�concerns�for�regulators.�
However, the�way�in�which�firms choose to charge for their 
products and services may also create the potential for 
cross‑subsidies between different groups of consumers.

Most�fees�and�charges�in�financial�services�and�other�sectors�
tend�to�be�either�“flat”�fees,�a fixed�charge�expressed�in�pounds�
and�pence�(e.g. £500),�or�“ad�valorem”�fees,�where�the�amount�
paid is proportional and expressed in percentage terms 
(e.g. 1%).�When consumers�invest�with�asset�managers�or�via�
financial�advisers,�they�will�typically�come�across�both�types�
of�fee.�Notably, both�types�of�fee�have�the�potential�to�create�
cross‑subsidies.

In�the�case�of�the�flat�fee,�those�with�larger�sums�to�invest�will�
enjoy�a better�deal,�as�the�price�remains�the�same�regardless�
of�the�amount�invested,�meaning�those�with�less�to�invest�pay�
proportionately�more.�Conversely, if�the�charge�is�in�percentage�
terms,�smaller�consumers�will�pay�much�less�for�investing,�
while�larger�consumers�with�more�to�invest�will�pay�much�more.�
Depending upon�the�cost�to�serve�in�either�case,�this�can�create�
potential�cross‑subsidies.

Given�the�FCA’s�views�on�cross‑subsidisation�across�its�body�of�
previous�research,�it�is�likely�to�be�less�concerned�if�it�found�that�
smaller�investors�were�being�cross‑subsidised�by�larger�ones,�but�if�
the�reverse�were�true�it�could�look�to�take�action�to�safeguard�the�
interests�of�retail�investors.

In�reality,�most�asset�managers�charge�ad�valorem�fees,�with�
lower�fees�on�offer�for�larger�investors2.�For example,�an�asset�
manager�might�offer�a fund�where�anyone�can�invest�for�a 1%�fee.�
However, for�those�willing�to�invest�over�£10,000,000,�it�may�cut�
this�fee�to�0.5%.�While the�sums�involved�typically�mean�larger�
investors�still�pay�more�in�cash�terms,�these�lower�ad�valorem�fees�
blunt�what�would�otherwise�be�much�higher�charges�for�larger�
investors.�

While�the�FCA�has�not�looked�specifically�at�cross‑subsidies�in�the�
asset�management�sector,�it�did�assess�the�difference�between�
the�fees�that�institutional�investors�pay�via�“segregated�mandates”�
and�those�paid�by�conventional�retail�investors�as�part�of�its�Asset�
Management�Market Study.

2  The charging structure of asset managers is more complex than this, with trading and other costs also affecting investors’ returns.

The�FCA found�that�the�average�charge�for�segregated�mandates�
falls�as�the�size�of�the�mandate�increases�(the�more�invested�the�
lower�the�%�fee).�It also�found�that�the�average�management�fee�
for�segregated�mandates�was�23bps,�compared�to�69bps�for�retail�
investors,�and�that�while�costs�per�AUM�are�higher�in�the�retail�
sector�(due�to�additional�legal,�auditing�and�marketing�costs),�
revenue�per�AUM�is�higher�still,�meaning�asset�managers�have�
larger�margins�on�retail�than�institutional�business.�However, in�
cash�terms,�institutional�investors�are�likely�to�generate�larger�
amounts�of�revenue�given�the�larger�sums�they�have�to�invest.

Importantly, the FCA did not note any cross‑subsidy between 
retail and institutional investors (despite the larger margins 
on retail business) or vice versa, as both were independently 
profitable.�However,�the�FCA’s�concerns�over�pricing�and�
competition�in�the�asset�management�market�have�led�to�a�
renewed�focus�on�the�industry�and�its�fees�and�charges,�which�
could�in�turn�lead�to�continuing�scrutiny�of�this�area,�including�from�
a�cross‑subsidisation�perspective.

More�generally,�the�FCA’s�approach�in�previous�market�studies�
suggests�it�is�likely�to�take�a dim�view�of�fee structures that create 
a cross‑subsidy between lower income consumers and those 
with more resources.

“�Financial�services�products�can�often�
have�complex�or�opaque�costs,�which�
can�make�them�hard�to�compare�
and raise competition or consumer 
protection�concerns�for�regulators.”
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Cross‑subsidies related to contingent fees and charges
Contingent�charges�are�another�form�of�fee�or�charging�structure�
that�the�FCA�is�subjecting�to�closer�scrutiny.�A contingent�charge�is�
one�that�is�payable�only�upon�certain�conditions�being�met.�In the�
case�of�the�advice�market,�contingent�charging�arrangements�see�
consumers�pay�for�financial�advice�only�if�they�go�ahead�with�an�
investment�or�a transfer�with�the�financial�adviser.�Those choosing�
not�to�go�ahead�do�not�pay�at all.

Contingent�charges�have�been�a particular�focus�of�the�FCA’s�
continued�work�on�the�pension�advice�market,�with�the FCA’s 
March 2018 consultation paper, CP18/7,�looking�specifically�at�the�
issue�of�contingent charges related to DB pension transfers 
advice,�where�consumers�who�do�not�transfer�their�pension�are�
not�charged�for�any�of�the�advice�they�received.�The FCA�notes�that�
this�charging�model�has�the�potential�to�cause�conflicts�of�interest,�
as�when�advisers�only�make�money�when�a transfer�goes�ahead,�
they�face�a clear�financial�incentive�to�recommend�a transfer,�even�
when�this�may�not�be�right�for�the�consumer.�However, contingent 
charges can also create cross‑subsidies�between�those�
consumers�who�choose�to�transfer�their�pensions�and�those�who�
do�not,�with�the�possibility�that�the�former�group�essentially�pays�
for�the�free�advice�received�by�the�latter.

These�arrangements�are�likely�to�raise�concerns�related�not�only�
to�the�conflicts�of�interest�point�discussed�earlier,�but�also�with�
regards�to�the�fairness�of�charges.�The FCA�could�well�consider 
those customers who do end up paying for the advice to 
have been treated unfairly�because�the�fees�they�do�pay�must�
essentially�cross‑subsidise�those�consumers�who�do�not�go�ahead�
with�the�transfer.

“�Contingent�charges�are�another�form�of�
fee�or�charging�structure�that�the�FCA�is�
subjecting�to�closer�scrutiny.�A contingent�
charge�is�one�that�is�payable�only�upon�
certain�conditions�being�met.”
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Implications�for�firms

While�the�FCA�does�not�have�any�specific�rules�or�handbook�
requirements�around�cross‑subsidies,�we�expect�the�FCA to 
continue to focus on the issues raised by cross‑subsidisation 
in�its�future�market�studies�and�reviews,�building�on�the�principles�
it�has�established�in�the�past�and�using�the�approach�outlined�in�
its�Occasional�Paper.�Consequently, firms�should�be�mindful�of�
where�cross‑subsidies�may�feature�as�a prominent�part�of�their�
business�models,�especially�if�they�are�likely�to�prompt�conduct�
concerns�around�the�fair�treatment�of�customers�or�issues�related�
to�switching�and�competition�in�the�market.

More�generally�firms�may�want to:

Review their products to identify those likely to be providing 
undesirable cross-subsidies.�This is�likely�to�involve�firms�
reviewing�the�different�groups�of�consumers�a product�is�sold�
to�and�each�group’s�respective�profitability,�as�well�as�the�
profitability�of�different�products�sold�to�the�same�consumer.�
Where cross‑subsidies�are�identified,�this�may�prompt�the�need�
to�adjust�or�redesign�these�products�to�reduce�or�phase�out�any�
cross‑subsidy.

Ensure their product design process does not encourage 
undesirable cross-subsidisation.�Firms’�product�design�
processes�may�encourage�cross‑subsidies�in�order�to�boost�new�
sales�and�increase�market�share.�In such�cases,�the�regulator�
may�look�to�take�action�if�these�are�seen�to�unfairly�affect�some�
consumers�or�to�undermine�effective�competition�in�the�market.

Review how product sales processes or communications may 
lead to cross-subsidisation.�Either deliberately�or�inadvertently,�
customer�communications�might�encourage�use�of�products�or�
services�that�will�lead�to�cross‑subsidies,�for�example�promoting�
the�benefits�of�a product�bundle�to�a wide�range�of�customers�
when�many�of�these�customers�might�never�access�the�benefits�
of�certain�parts�of�the�bundle.�Sales processes�or�campaigns�
might�encourage�cross‑subsidisation�by�making�it�easier�to�sell�
certain�products�in�combination�or�targeting�less�savvy�customers.�
In these�cases,�firms�should�look�to�ensure�any�sales�processes�or�
campaigns�are�well�targeted�and�do�not�promote�cross‑subsidies�
between�different�consumer�groups.

Where firms have identified material cross‑subsidies in 
their business model, develop an evidence base, including 
through targeted MI, to justify them and provide assurance 
that they are subject to periodic review.�Firms will�want�to�show�
they�have�considered�the�implications�around�vulnerability�and�
competition�issues�that�may�emerge.�This may�involve�gathering�
data�and�analysis�on�the�differences�in�the�cost�to�serve�different�
consumer�groups,�or�in�the�cost�of�different�marketing�techniques�
or�incentives�which�may�affect�acquisition�costs�for�different�
consumers.

Review bundled and add‑on products for any cross‑subsidies, 
as�these�types�of�products�are�more�likely�to�see�cross‑subsidies�
between�the�different�products�sold�together.�Again, if�these�are�
likely�to�distort�consumers’�ability�to�compare�and�switch�between�
products�or�if�they�result�in�less�savvy�consumers�cross‑subsidising�
others,�then�this�could�prompt�regulatory�action.

Check that particularly profitable products are not used 
to cross-subsidise other products. Firms may�look�to�use�the�
profits�generated�from�the�sale�of�certain�products�and�services�
to�provide�cross‑subsidies�to�products�in�another�market,�in�order�
to�gain�a foothold�or�win�market�share.�While the�FCA�may�find�this�
acceptable�in�a limited�range�of�circumstances�(e.g�the�robo�advice�
market),�these�sorts�of�cross‑subsidies�are�likely�to�be�viewed�as�
detrimental�to�fair�competition.

Ensure that remuneration policies and other incentives, 
together with the firm’s culture more generally, are not 
creating a bias towards cross‑subsidisation,�perhaps�through�
incentivising�the�sale�of�a particular�product�whose�success�is�
dependent�on�an�unacceptable�cross‑subsidy.
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